The biological Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid (DNA) strand is found to be a promising computing unit. An attempt has been made to solve symmetric Multiple Travelling Salesperson Problem (MTSP) with single depot using DNA. In this paper, the thermodynamic properties of DNA have been utilized along with other bio-chemical operations to obtain the optimal solution. Actual distance values are possible to be represented using the thermodynamic properties of DNA. Moreover, the proposed approach can be adopted in solving more real-life applications like Vehicle Routing problems and Scheduling problems, with necessary modifications. In this work, an instance with seven cities and three salespersons is solved using DNA computing. This method exhibits the ability to solve NP-complete problems using molecular computing.
INTRODUCTION
The MTSP is an extended version of the travelling salesperson problem (TSP) where more than one salesperson is involved in the solution. It is a computationally complex combinatorial optimization problem [1, 2] . Further, MTSP is an NP-complete problem and optimal solutions were found only for small sized problems. Earlier, Sofge et al described an evolutionary computational approach for solving MTSP [3] . Pan Junjie et al proposed ant colony optimization algorithm for MTSP, which can not give all the best solutions with in rational time for larger problems [4] . Chandran et al explained a clustering approach to solve MTSP [5] . Arthur et al suggested a new approach to solve the MTSP using genetic algorithms [6] . Here, Computational testing results give better solutions in many cases than other techniques. Kennet et al proposed a new multi-period MTSP with heuristic approach and it was applied to a scheduling Problem [7] . All the above methods used bio-inspired techniques to solve MTSP, and there have been no investigations on solving MTSP using DNA strands. Ever since Adleman has published a paper on molecular computation for solving Hamiltonian path problem (HPP), attempts are being made to utilize DNA manipulations for solving computationally difficult problems [8] . Narayanan et al solved shortest path problem using constant proportional length-based DNA computing technique, in which, a constant increase of DNA strands in length is encoded according to the actual length of the distance [9] . Yamamoto et al has proposed a concentration-controlled DNA computing for accomplishing a local search for the shortest path problem [10, 11] . Lee et al presented a DNA computing technique based on temperature gradient for solving the TSP problem [12] . Ibrahim et al has presented another approach for solving shortest path problem using direct-proportional length-based DNA computing, in which the length of the strand goes very long when the weight of the edge goes high [13] . Zoraida et al, the authors of this paper propose a new algorithm for solving MTSP with assigned restriction site for each edge. Since there are only limited number of a restriction sites, when the number of cities goes high the availability of the restriction sites poses a limitation. In this context, this paper presents an algorithm using temperature gradient technique for solving MTSP. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes MTSP and basic operations on DNA. Section 3 gives the proposed DNA encoding method for MTSP. Section 4 presents the complete biomolecular algorithm for solving MTSP. Section 5 gives the outcome of the DNA computation and conclusions are given in section 6.
PRELIMINARIES

Multiple Travelling Salesperson Problem
The Multiple Travelling Salesperson Problem is an extended version of the travelling salesperson problem. Given n cities to be visited and m salespersons located at city n (home city), it is to find an assignment of atmost m salespersons visiting each city exactly once by exactly one salesperson and the total cost of visiting all cities is minimum. Let dij be the distance between the cities ci and cj. For every pair of cities i and j, when dij = dji, MTSP is symmetric. The metrics which is to be minimized can be distance, time or any other. This problem is an NP-complete problem. There are number of variations in this problem [1] . They are as follows:
Single Depot: Here, all the salespersons start and end their tour in the same city. This is called as fixed destination tour. Multiple Depots: Here, more than one depot is allowed in the problem with the fixed number of salespersons at each depot. So, after the salesperson's tour, either the salesperson can return to the original depot or to another depot with a restriction that number of salespersons in each depot is maintained. This arrangement is called as non-fixed destination tour. Number of salespersons: The number of salespersons can be either fixed priori or it can be given values from a range. Fixed charge: A fixed cost is assigned to each salesperson when the number of salespersons is not fixed. So, whenever the particular salesperson is employed in the solution the cost associated with the corresponding salesperson is also involved in the solution. Hence, minimizing the total number of salespersons in the solution should be taken into account in this variation. Time windows: In this variant, the particular city has to be visited by the salesperson in the specified time only.
Other variants: The other restrictions for the salespersons are: having maximum limit in visiting the cities in their tour, maximum or minimum distance they should cover in their tour, etc. In this work, the MTSP with fixed destination tour is considered and the metrics is distance between cities. An instance with seven cities and three salespersons are considered throughout as shown in Figure 1 . City 7 is the home node (Depot). All the three salespersons start and end their tour in city 7.
Figure1 The graph corresponding to MTSP with 7 cities and 3 salespersons
The optimal solution for the above problem, as obtained manually for three persons is
The total distance toured by three salespersons is 18. The above result is compared with that of the proposed DNA computing algorithm. The reappearance of city 7 in the solution indicates the start and end of each salesperson's tour.
Chemical operations on DNA
It is well established that DNA encodes the genetic information of cellular organisms. DNA consists of strands viewed as a chain of nucleotides or bases as shown in Figure 2 . The four nucleotides are Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine and Thymine which are abbreviated as A, G, C, and T. Each strand, according to chemical convention, has a 5' and 3' ends. Bonding occurs by the pair-wise attraction of bases and hydrogen bonds are formed between two pairs of bases. G bonds with C and A bonds with T. Various biological operations can be performed on DNA strands viz., denaturing, annealing, ligation, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), gel electrophoresis and cloning
Denaturing and Annealing
Denaturing and Annealing Denaturing is disintegrating the double stranded DNA into two single strands by heating the solution. Annealing is the reverse of denaturing. Here, the solution of single strands is cooled (hybridized), allowing complementary strands to bind together.
Ligation
In double-stranded DNA, if one of the single strands contains a discontinuity (i.e., one nucleotide is not bound to its neighbor) then this can be repaired by DNA ligase.
Gel Electrophoresis
Gel electrophoresis is a technique used to sort DNA strands on length. Electrophoresis is the movement of molecules in a charged field. DNA carries a negative charge, so it tends to be attracted to the anode. If the strands are allowed to move in a gel, strands move at a rate that is proportional to their length. Longer strands move slowly than the shorter strands, due to the porous nature of the gel.
Temperature Gradient Gel Electrophoresis (TGGE)
TGGE is a gel electrophoresis method which operates by correlating the melting characteristic of a DNA strand to its electro-migration. Electrophoresis starts with double stranded molecules. The DNA starts to melt at a certain temperature resulting in a fork-like structure. In this conformation, the migration is slowed down compared to a completely double stranded DNA fragment. DNA fragments of the same size but different sequence as the melting temperature strongly depends on the base sequence. Thus, TGGE not only separates molecules, but also gives additional information about melting behavior and stability. TGGE is an extremely sensitive method, and so it can detect even point mutation. TGGE is a sequence-dependent and size-independent method.
PCR
Polymerase Chain Reaction or PCR is another method for amplifying DNA. PCR is a process that quickly amplifies the amount of DNA in a given solution. Each cycle of the reaction doubles the quantity of each strand, giving an exponential growth in the number of stands.
Denature Temperature Gradient PCR (DTG-PCR)
This is a modified PCR method in which the denaturation temperature changes with each cycle. The cycle begins with the temperature of 70 o C as the denaturation temperature. Then, the denaturation temperature is gradually increased by 1 o C for every cycle. This process is carried out until it reaches to 95 o C. The temperature 95 o C is maintained for the rest of the cycle. The other procedures for amplifying the DNA strands are the same as PCR.
Melting Temperature
The melting temperature (Tm) of an oligo is the temperature at which 50% of the oligonucleotide and its perfect complement are in duplex. In this work two methods are employed to calculate the melting temperature. One is the GC content method, in which the content of guanine (G) and Cytosine (C) are the main factors for determining the melting temperature. GC content method is applicable for strands longer than 50 nucleotides. The second method is the nearest-neighbor (NN) model in which, the thermal stability of a DNA strand is calculated based on the identity and orientation of neighboring base pairs. This method is accurate for DNA strands up to 108 base pairs (bp).
PROPOSED DNA ENCODING METHOD FOR MTSP
Consider a directed graph as shown in Fig.1 . There are seven cities (Ci ,i = 1 to 7) out of which C7 is the depot. In this work, for each city a unique city strand (cs) with fixed length DNA single strand of length 20 bases having similar melting temperature is synthesized by the sequence generator. For the city C7 (Depot) alone, a home city strand (hcs) of 30-mer sequence is synthesized. A varying length for C7 is to overcome the problems faced during the separation of strands by length for each possibility varying with number of salespersons. Also, for each distance, a unique distance sequence (ds) with fixed length DNA single strand of length 20 bases with varying melting temperature is generated. For smaller distance, a DNA sequence with lower melting temperature and for longer distance a DNA sequence with higher temperature is assigned. Using these city and distance strands and applying bio-chemical operations, the path that visits all the cities with lower melting temperature will be the more economical path. The DNA sequence for each city and for each unique distance is shown in table 1 and in table 2 . These sequences are generated using the DNA sequence generator software available [16] . The complete DNA representation for customer, and distance strand is given in table 1. These representations correspond to the problem given in Figure 1 . Table 1 . City and distance strand representation Table 2 . City sequences for seven-city multiple travelling salespersons problem Table 3 . Distance sequences for seven-city multiple travelling salesperson problems
The road sequence between the two cities Ci and Cj has been created to contain three strands. The first strand is a complement Table 1. Table 3 shows the road strands generated for all the 28 edges of Figure. 1.
Figure 2 Road sequence between cities
Ci Cj ds Table 3 . DNA sequence for roads
PROPOSED BIO-MOLECULAR ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING MTSP
Applying chemical operations on DNA and with massive parallelism inherent in DNA computing, the MTSP can be solved in polynomial time. The molecular algorithm for solving MTSP requires 7 steps. In the first step, the initial pool of city strands and the road strands are synthesized and allowed to hybridize to their complement strands. This is followed by ligation. Few of the strands after hybridization and ligation operations are depicted in Figure 3 .
Figurer 3 Road strands and customer strands get hybridized
Also the concentration of the economical road strands is increased as the rate of biochemical reactions depends on the reaction rate constants and the reactant concentration. In the second step, all the paths which have the starting and ending city as C7 (Depot) is amplified by PCR operation. During the first PCR, city strand corresponding to C7 is used as primer, where the DNA strands complementary to city C7 used as primer in the second PCR. In step 3, the generated strands are allowed to run in for a gel electophoresis operation. The strands having length The length bp represents the length of a tour involving two salespersons only and the length bp represents the length of a tour involving all the three. In the example given in Figure 1 , the length of the strand for a single salesperson is 290bp and for the two salespersons it is 340bp and for the three salespersons it is 390 bp, given |cs| = 20, |ds| = 20, n = 7 and |hcs| = 30. From step 3 onwards, the operations are carried out in parallel.
In the fourth step, affinity purification is carried out to make sure the strands having all the city strands exactly once. For carrying out affinity separation, the strands at each PCR tube are amplified with 5'-biotinylated C7 as a primer. After amplification, a biotinylated complement DNA sequence of the first city (Ci) is used as the filter to attract strands of city 1 and the same is done. The remaining strands after filtering are removed. The same operations are carried out with other filter probes having the complement sequence of Ci (i = 2 to n-1).The resultant strands will be strands involving all cities represented once. A possible strand covering all cities is described in Figure  4 .
Figure 4 Path strand involving all cities
In the fifth step, the economical path has to be separated from the feasible solution. The resultant strands of the affinity purification are the strands having same length having started from C7 visiting all cities exactly once and ending with C7. Even though all the feasible strands have the same length, the base composition is different for each strand. For each road strand a low melting temperature is assigned for smaller distance and high melting temperature is assigned for longer distance. Using this variation in the thermodynamic characteristics of each strand, the economical paths get amplified more by DTG-PCR. The resultant strands from DTG-PCR will have the economical path occupying the major part in the solution which can be detected easily.
In the sixth step, the most economical paths are separated from the economical paths, by the TGGE. Since all the strands have the same length, they cannot be separated by normal gel electrophoresis operation. Since each strand has different melting temperature, TGGE method is used for separation. TGGE is a gel electrophoresis method which is based on the correlation of the melting characteristic of a DNA strand to its electromigration. TGGE is an extremely sensitive method, which can detect even point mutation. The most economical path is found in one major band and the others are in minor band.
In the last step, the DNA strands from the major band were cloned and sequenced, which has the least cost and the most optimal solution. The algorithm for solving MTSP is shown as flowchart in Figure. 5. Table 5 . Economical path strand for two salespersons with their temperature and distance Table 6 . Economical path strand for three salesperson with their temperature and distance TGGE method is used to identify the most economical paths from the economical paths. Since all the strands have the same length, conventional gel electrophoresis method is not applicable. So, from the DTG-PCR product TGGE can detect the most economical path by forming one major band and other minor bands. The major band can be cloned and sequenced, which corresponds to the path C7C4C5C7C2C1C7C6C3C7 for three salespersons with minimum distance 18 is shown in Figure 6 
OUTCOME OF DNA COMPUTATION
The proposed method gives all possible optimal solutions for a given number of salespersons. During the operation DTG-PCR, the economical path strand which has the minimum temperature gets amplified more in number than the other strands. These strands occupy the major band in the TGGE operation. The possible economical strands involving three salespersons are shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . Economical path strand for one salesperson with their temperature and distance
Figure 6 A Graph representation of MTSP solution for three salespersons
The same process is carried out for two salespersons and the major band can be cloned and sequenced to get the path or paths C7C4C5C2C1C7C6C3C7, C7C2C1C6C3C7C4C5C7 with smallest distance 19 and for one salesperson the paths obtained are C7C4C5C2C1C6C3C7, C7C3C6C1C2C5C4C7 with minimum distance 20.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a DNA encoding method has been developed and an algorithm for solving MTSP with single depot has been designed. In this encoding method, melting temperature of DNA strand is used for representing numerical values. Also, for each city and each unique distance a fixed-length DNA strand has been assign and concentration of the economical road strand is increased so that it drives to generate the most economical paths. Further, denature temperature-gradient PCR helps to amplify the most economical paths which have the minimum temperature and TGGE helps to detect the most economical paths from the economical paths. Furthermore, apart from getting the optimal solution, it has been demonstrated that the proposed method gives the optimal solution for each possibility with varying number of salespersons. The DNA strands have been shown successful in solving the MTSP and this, in future, will help to overcome the limitations of electronic computer, viz., storage, speed and miniaturization. Further, a computer with DNA strands shall be benign to the environment. The possibility of representing numerical data in DNA sequence paves way for solving many more numerical optimization problems.
